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Abstract

For the past three decades the ill-defined line of code has been
used to describe the size of a software project and often used as a
basis for estimating schedule and resource needs.

Concurrently, software projects are noted for cost and schedule
overruns, and often of poor quality. This presentation suggests that
the venerable “line of code” measure is a major factor in poorly
scoped and managed projects because it is itself a vague,
ambiguous, and unsuitable parameter for sizing software projects.

Ref: The Statistically Unreliable Nature of Lines of Code; CrossTalk, April 2005; Schofield
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Quantitating measures
(a topical outline of sorts)

• Numbers & words, are either accurate?
• LOC & backfiring – averaging meaningless numbers leads to

meaningless measures and estimates
• Challenging LOC measures & studies
• Why size measures are important (what if someone said your house would

be 4000 sq. ft. and it was really 500?) Is something that’s poor really better than nothing at
all?

• Variation between languages, and within languages
• What if neither the counting approach, nor the “programmer”

were the sources of variation
• Statistical analysis of the data (when the intuitively obvious isn’t

enough)
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Ambiguous Ambiguity – what do these really mean?

Some words can be really confusing!
• “pretty soon” – teenage son or daughter to parent in response to “When will you be

home”?
• “just a minute” – spouse in response to “How long before dinner?” (at least this is

measurable)
• “Come in mommy, the water’s perfect.” – Toddler to parent at the neighborhood pool.

• What does a “small super nova” really mean?
• What does partly cloudy and mostly cloudy mean compared to partly sunny and mostly

sunny?
• What’s a big mini-Cooper?
• Soap – what’s the difference between facial and perfumed (is it composition or size?)
• Airlines new measure of “flight time” – gate-to-gate?

Numbers may provide more knowledge, not better performance!
• How late is our project?
• What’s our variance to budget today?
• How much remains to be completed on the project?

• How big is this project? (define “big”, “this”, “project”, etc.)
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Lines of code “This term is highly ambiguous and is used for many
different counting conventions. The most common variance concerns
whether physical lines of logical statement comprise the basic elements of
the metrics. Note that for some modern programming languages that use
button controls, neither physical line nor logical statements are relevant.”
Software Quality, Capers Jones, International Thomson Computer Press 1997, pg. 333.

Direct conversion from source code volumes to an equivalent count of
function points is termed backfiring. Although the accuracy of backfiring
is not great, because individual programming styles can cause wide
variation in source code counts, it is easy and popular. Estimating Software Costs,
Capers Jones, McGraw-Hill, 1998, pg. 191

Software Sizing Problems. “14. Validating or challenging the rules for backfiring
lines of code to function points.” Estimating Software Costs, Capers Jones, McGraw-Hill, 1998, pg.
322

Of software projects measured in 2001 backfiring was used the most for
determining size of product, some 75,000 times. LOCs were used 25,000
times. (130,000 projects in survey) Software Measurement and Metrics: The State of the
Art in 2001; Capers Jones, Software Productivity Research, Inc., October 2001

lines of code (LOCs) and backfiring
– Capers Jones
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Instead, the LOC metric is so hazardous for cross-language comparisons that a
strong case can be made that suing “lines of code” for normalization of data
involving multiple or different languages should be considered an example of
professional malpractice. Jones, The Economics of Object-Oriented Software, 1994

Definition Checklist for Source Statements Counts identifies 66 variations in
counting LOC to document and as many as eight more that are language
specific. Software Cost Estimation with COCOMO II, Boehm, Prentice Hall PTR, 2000, pgs. 77 – 81. As “adopted”
from the Software Engineering Institute [Park 1992].

Over and above the fact that the LOC metric is difficult to apply for many modern
programming languages, there are deep and serious economic problems with
attempting to use LOC metrics for measurement and estimation purposes.
Estimating Software Costs, Capers Jones, McGraw-Hill, 1998, pg. 176

The physical LOC metric has such wide and random variations from language to
language and programmer to programmer that it is not suited for sizing, for
estimating or for any other serious purpose. Estimating Software Costs, Capers Jones, McGraw-
Hill, 1998, pg. 190

Is the practice of counting LOCs reliable?
(if you can’t define ‘em, how can you count ‘em?)
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Challenges to Validating LOC for Estimating

• Limited number of “controlled studies”
• Limited number of controlled studies with multiple instantiations

of the same set of specifications
• Limited number of controlled studies with multiple instantiations

for different languages
• Limited number of controlled studies with multiple instantiations

for the same languages
• Limited number of controlled studies with varying levels of

education / experience
• Limited number of controlled studies with varying cultures
• Limited number of controlled studies with varying processes
• Too much “attraction / universalizing” of LOC data to Function

Points
• Inconsistent measurement approaches
• Inconsistent measurement comparisons
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Lines of Code to Function Point
backfiring values

C128
COBOL107

C++53
Language

*# of Statements “reported”
per Function Point

Which language is
superior?

Based on what
assumptions?

*Extracted from Estimating Software Costs, Capers Jones, McGraw-Hill, 1998, pg. 190
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The conduct of the PSP classes was the
same, like a controlled study

Classes taught across three weeks in 4-3-3 day formats

Same instructor – SEI certified

Same course content

Same nine software programs

PYO language

All attendees with at least a bachelor’s, about ½ with
master’s level degrees.

A Challenge to validation – no organization writes the same code over and over again with
different software engineers producing process data that can be analyzed, or do they?
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Actual data from three languages

Which language
is preferred?
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The correct answer is “it depends”
The next question is . . . What does it depend on?

• Fewest defects
• Fewest lines of code
• Fastest execution
• Least rework
• Lowest cost to develop
• Lowest cost to support
• Most value to customer
• Fastest cycle time
• Smallest process variation
• Your reputation

Which characteristic
do you optimize?
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Don’t blame the weakest link – a look
inside one classes’ values

Four other
attendees had the
“largest program”
in other
assignments
Five other
attendees
had a
shortest
program!

Perhaps most surprising, five attendees had both a longest
and shortest program in their set of assignments.

This attendee
had 4 of the
“largest
programs”

Attendee 3
also had the
shortest 7th

program!
(see P7)
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Unadjusted Function Points for the
nine programs
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java Min/Max Function Point Range
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Min and max values for java code
compared to Function Point size over 9 programs (n = 5)

Largest min to max
variance is > 4.5, smallest
is 1.5, average is 3.
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Min and max values for Visual Basic code
compared to Function Point size over 9 programs (n = 8)

Visual Basic Min/Max Function Point Range
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Largest min to max variance
is 18, smallest is 4, average
is 7.
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"C" Min/Max Function Point Range
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Min and max values for “C” code
compared to Function Point size over 9 programs (n = 49)

Largest min to max variance
is > 22, smallest is almost
10, average is almost 15.

Note that in these three examples, variance and averages increased as the population
increased.
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A quick look at five classes wherein
all attendees coded in C

10
8
13
8

10

# of
attendees

1455
5654
2673
2452

0631

# of attendees with a
smallest & largest

program

# of attendees with smallest
program (at least once in a

set of nine)

# of attendees with largest
program (at least once in a

set of nine)Class
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Attendees wrote a program that
counts LOCs

Attendee 1’s
counts of 4
attendees
products

Requirements included:

• Do not count blank lines

• Do not count comment lines

While illustrating variation within program size (each attendee
used the same language), these counts are more interesting
when other attendees begin to count each other’s LOCs.
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The “counting” approach is not a
source of variation

Attendee 1’s counts of 4
attendees products

Attendee 2’s counts of 4
attendees products

Attendee 3’s counts of 4
attendees products

Attendee 4’s counts of 4
attendees products

Only attendee 2’s code counter
was peculiar to only attendee 5’s
code; BUT, in every case, each
counter counted their own code
consistent with other’s counting
approach.
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Language is not a predictor of
software size!

C JAVA VB

0

100

200

300

400
The “featherings”
are “outliers”
The lines protruding
from the boxes are
the 3rd standard
deviation
The “box” is the
standard deviation

This line in the box
is the median

So, which
language is
better?
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The Box plots by program & language
(note scale on C data is different than other two)
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The Java and VB programs were
written by software engineers with a
minimal of a bachelors degree, with
about ½ with advanced degrees.
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Precisely what we did!

The government is extremely fond of amassing great quantities of
statistics. These are raised to the nth degree, the cube roots are
extracted, and the results are arranged into elaborate and
impressive displays. What must be kept in mind, however, is that
in every case, the figures are first put down by a village watchman,
and he puts down anything he damn well pleases.

- Sir Josiah Stamp

There are three types of lies: lies, damn lies, and statistics.
-Benjamin Disraeli via Mark Twain

One accurate measurement is worth a thousand expert opinions.
- Grace Murray Hopper
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Normal Probability Plot by
Programming Language
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Normal Probability Plot for Lines By Programming Language
ML Estimates

Note: I gratefully acknowledge the statistical analysis conducted by Laura Halbleib, a technical staff
statistician at Sandia. Laura’s contribution validated the intuitive inferences of the analysis by applying
rigorous statistical methods. Her insights and knowledge increased the reliability and usefulness of this
material.
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Normal Probability Plot of
Transformed Data
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Variance Components and
Confidence Intervals

Variance Components, using Adjusted Sum of Squares
Source Estimated Value

Student (PL) 0.09508

Error 0.23276

For these data the variance is 0.3278.

The 95% CI is defined as follows:

= 4.3601 ± 1.96

= 4.3601 ± 1.96*.5726

= 4.3601 ± 1.1223

= (3.2378, 5.4824)

Transforming the data to its original
lognormal distribution, the 95% CI is
(23.478, 240.423).

Those numbers mean that, there is a
95% probability that the number of
lines of code for a program from
the given population lies between
23 and 240 lines.
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Coefficient of Variation
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What I hope you heard
(Not to be confused with what you believe)

Key points about this analysis:

• Curiosity about lines of code (LOCs) collided with unique data opportunities
• This study is not the first to cast doubt on the reliability of LOC
• The format of the PSP classes offer a much more controlled environment for

analysis
• The data shows beyond doubt, substantial variation in software size for

programs written using the same specifications, the same counting
guidelines, using the same and different languages

• The variations cannot be explained by “outlier” rogue programmers
• Even when programmers counted each other’s software, the results

demonstrated consistency across counting practices
• Across the three languages included in the study, language is not a predictor

of size
• Statistical analysis revealed a 95 percent confidence interval (CI) for a given

program between 23 and 240 lines of code
• The coefficient of variation (CV) of .62 further evidences unreliability
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Inappropriate uses for LOC and Why

Eliminates many of the challenges
above; however, underlying issue
for variance is still each product’s
alignment with that particular
product’s developer capabilities with
that problem space

Estimation for next project by same
team

Add politics (we’re bigger, faster,
better) to the lack of clarity issues
above

Comparison within an organization

Lack of clarity around what
constitutes a LOC, cost, labor,
lifecycle, quality, rigor, overhead,
productivity, experience level of
software engineer

Benchmark data with other
companies

The challengeThe context
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Problem Space, Solution Space,
Context

Solution Space (addresses need)

Context (who, familiarity with other two spaces)Problem Space (need)

These three elements are necessary for problem solving and
estimating software with lines of code!
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What’s this all about?
(What’s this mean to you as you leave?)

First and foremost: SIZE – it does matter – use
Function Points as your measuring rod

• How do you measure size?
• What languages (or combination of languages) are your using?
• What’s the variation among languages in your organization?
• Do you use industry averages for sizing? Do you feel as confident in

that approach as you did when you walked in?
• Do you use backfiring to calculate Function Points? Do you feel as

confident in that approach as you did when you walked in?
• Are you having a partly cloudy or mostly sunny day?
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And if the data isn’t convincing . . .
Consider the ways of the ant . . .

.83Coe
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